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1979 The Timeless Face
JACK ROBERTS

WHEN I PINNED THE PICTURE of Mt. Huntington’s north
face onto my bedroom wall, I felt the heat of a
glowing knot in my stomach. Each month, as Simon
McCartney and I planned our expedition, the knot
grew larger and larger. By the time we drove north,
it had swollen to a chunk of hard, hot coal.

Simon and I had first seen the face on the
front of Mountain #19—sheer, steep and white,
streaked with dark rock, so smooth it almost
seemed to glisten under the cornice-covered
ridges—and we agreed it would be our next fix. I
knew Simon would be the ideal partner. We’d met

up the year before in Chamonix, and while I was
strong on difficult rock climbs, Simon felt comfortable groveling through snow and ice. When an
important decision had to be made, we only needed to look at each other and nod our agreement.
Yet once we’d landed on the glacier, neither
the picture nor anything we’d climbed before
could prepare us for the enormity of our undertaking. The north face filled the sky so completely
there was barely room for anything else. Seracs
hung below the summit, while avalanche debris
dug deep chutes and troughs. Suddenly our twoman nylon tent seemed too small to harbor our
anxieties; we immediately dug a large snow cave
and spent the next three weeks of bad weather
reading James Michener novels and drinking
strong, sugary milk tea with our base-camp neighbors Charlie Porter and Paul Sennhauser. Several
times a day one of us would occasionally stick his
head out and announce what he could see. All the
waiting and talking and tea drinking made the
heat in my stomach more intense. We were determined to stay as long as it took to climb this thing.
Soon Rob Newsom and some friends, who
were planning to try the second ascent of the
French Ridge, joined our small society. These were
the days before guidebooks and Internet postings,
when almost any climb in Alaska was a first
ascent. All we had were photographs and desire.
Everyone was planning to go light, merely because
that was the simplest and least expensive style.
Eventually the weather cleared just long
enough for Simon and me to cross the lower
serac band. When we woke up from our first
snow-hole bivy, the thunder of the seracs collapsing below us almost sent us back down.
What happened after our decision to keep climbing remains as vivid today as it was then: the
face disappeared behind clouds; minutes later
spindrift avalanches poured down on us. After
crumpling up and throwing away the paper on
which we’d drawn our planned line of ascent, we
began improvising a new route from rock buttress to rock buttress wherever we could find
shelter. Often we were forced to climb rotten ice
or harder rock than we’d intended. Each time our
eyes met, we confirmed our growing fear and our
confidence: this was what we had signed up for,
and this was what we got.

I remember the exact moment when we knew
the mountain had become alive. I was following
an ice pitch, and a hundred feet into it I looked up
and saw a huge wall of snow headed toward me.
Simon and I yelled as if we could drown it out.
Knocked off my frontpoints, I spun helplessly in
the air. It was at that point that I gave up trying to
control the situation: the mountain and the storms
were dictating where and when we climbed or
hid. I could only accept it and keep going.
At bivies, we’d distract ourselves by reading
the fortunes on our Salada teabags. Lines like “the
hardest tumble one can take is falling over one’s
own bluff” kept our conversation light and easy.
“What’s the first thing you’re going to eat
when we get out of this?” Simon would ask.
“Everything,” I’d answer.
Deliverance would only come by climbing
through the pain, the hunger, the confusion and
the fear of death (Would we die when a cornice
collapsed? Or when we froze?). Our biggest concern was that we would never find our way out.
During one bivy I felt as though I were floating
and looking down on my own sleeping body. A
calm filled me, and I thought, “We’re gonna get
through this in one piece.”
Five days after we started, we stood on top of
the mountain, exhausted but alive. We began
down the Harvard Route with no idea that it
would take three more days to reach the
Tokositna Glacier and another two to climb over
the French Ridge to the Ruth. We had nothing left
to eat; we lost our ropes and had to rely on an old
fixed rope we found frozen in the ice; Simon fell
through a cornice and sprained his ankle. By the
time we reached camp, we had been gone almost
ten days and lost twenty-five pounds each. We
were not the same two climbers who had left for
a grand adventure.
I’ve spent the rest of my life trying in vain to
recapture that experience. Before the climb I didn’t
know what I wanted; now I am haunted by what I
felt and what I still need. I’ve gone on to higher
and more dangerous mountains with less gear. But
twenty-nine years later the memory of our climb
continues to drive me. All that has changed is that
every year deposits another layer of scar tissue
over the hot ember that still burns today.
I climb because I need to feel that heat.

[This Page] Light is right: Simon McCartney and the rack he and Jack Roberts used in 1978 to make Mt. Huntington’s first alpine-style ascent: eight screws, one deadman and
twelve nuts and pins. The last party to put up a new route to the summit, in 1972, had employed 7,000 feet of fixed rope, forty pickets, four pitons, forty ice screws and ice
pitons and seven snow flukes. McCartney and Roberts climbed the objectively hazardous 6,000-foot north face in seven days, then traversed the mountain on the way back
to camp. The face has not been climbed since. Jack Roberts I [Facing Page] Kent Meneghin on the first ascent of the 7,000-foot Southeast Spur. Three days after Roberts and
McCartney completed their route, Angus Thuermer Jr., Joseph Kaelin, Meneghin and Glenn Randall managed the second alpine-style first ascent, in thirty-two hours. They
discovered Roberts and McCartney’s footprints on the summit. Glenn Randall
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